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Indeed in “normal” times these would be a perfect window for factoring to be 
booming. But as I am sure we would agree these are not normal times. 
 
The unprecedented event that has thrown factoring under the bus have been 
the multiple PPP gifts by Uncle Sam/us to SMEs. The way we can validate 
this is to look at what is trending on google trends. www.trends.google.com I 
look at this data constantly to see what is going on and you can easily also 
look at any search words, phrases, etc., in the United States, globally, by 
country, etc. and then compare 2 or more terms.  
 
I recently did a global webinar on this and decided to update the data on 
factoring see below. With a nearly monopolistic market share for searches, 
there are according to published data [September 2018] 5.6 billion searches 
on Google a day. Google receives over 63,000 searches per second on any 
given day. That's the average figure of how many people use Google a day, 
which translates into at least 2 trillion searches per year, 3.8 
million searches per minute, 228 million searches per hour, and 5.6 
billion searches per day. The way they look at and rank search terms and key 
words is also important to understand. Google ranks using a metric called 
interest over time, defined below.  

  
 
You can do this search on a word, words, series of words, phrases, etc. and 
the results are often fascinating and provide an excellent insight into what 
people are searching for on google in the United States and nearly every 
other country all over the world. For example, I searched on google trends 
the key words “how to file for unemployment due to coronavirus” [and a 
bunch of shorter similar key words] and as can be seen below, the results are 
completely consistent with and parallel to what has happened to the never 
seen before increase in the unemployment rate in the United States.  
 

http://www.trends.google.com/
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To no ones’ surprise, the same trends can be seen on the word “Covid” 
google searches on google in the United States over the past 12 months. 
From literally nowhere, the searches skyrocketed in March 2020 [coinciding 
with the pandemic spreading almost uncontrolled in the United States], 
tapering off slight in April and May 2020 and now are rapidly increasing 
again as the 2.0 virus spreads after stay at home and other restrictions have 
been lifted or been lessened in many large states in June 2020. The current 
level of interest over time at 86 is only slightly lower than the peak 100 
recorded in March 2020. 
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On a much lighter and tasty note, the google searches for the words “hot dog 
eating contest” in the United States always peak on July 4th [the day of the 
annual event] and then drop to near zero for the other 364 days of the year. 
For those of you not familiar with this annual event of true gluttony, the 
Nathan’s Hot Dog Contest is an annual American hot dog competitive 
eating competition. It is held each year on Independence Day at Nathan's 
Famous Corporation's original, and best-known restaurant at the corner of 
Surf and Stillwell Avenues in Coney Island, a neighborhood of 
Brooklyn, New York City. 
 
The contest has gained public attention in recent years due to the “stardom” 
of Takeru Kobayashi and Joey Chestnut. This year’s annual event was again 
held on July 4, 2020 and was won [again] by Joey Chestnut. As a result he 
was able to lift the “Mustard Belt” for the 13th time! He also pocketed a first 
prize cash award of $10,000 as the 35 year old competitive eater ate 75 hot 
dogs in 10 minutes to win the annual contest. The event this year was held 
indoors for the first time ever and without fans screaming in support of the 
contestants [no fans allowed indoors] due to the current COVID-19 
pandemic. Ms. Miki Sudo broke the women's world record by eating 48.5 hot 
dogs in 10 minutes and I imagine felt pretty sick afterwards. 
 
See the search results below, and it is “interesting” to note that this 
competition for the men’s title has been dominated almost exclusively by 
Kobayashi and Chestnut over the past 10+ years. Chestnut has won the event 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_dog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_eating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_eating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_Day_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan%27s_Famous
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan%27s_Famous
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stillwell_Avenue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coney_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklyn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Takeru_Kobayashi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joey_Chestnut
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in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2019 
and now 2020. Kobayashi [from Japan] won it in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 
and 2006. He has been banned from the competition and his downfall began 
in 2010, when contract disputes got the once-celebrated Kobi kicked out of 
Major League Eating. He was arrested at that year's hot dog eating contest 
when he stormed the big stage in Coney Island, wearing a “Free Kobi” T-
shirt. 
 
If you are curious [and you have to be] Chestnut weighs 230 pounds and is 6’ 
1” tall. When asked about his win last year, year, Chestnut revealed that 
he gained about 24 pounds during the 10-minute contest. In addition to the 
hot dogs themselves, that weight comes from the buns as well as the water 
he dunks them in. The record 75 hot dogs equal about 73,000 calories eaten 
in 10 minutes.  
 
Ms. Sudo who was born July 22, 1985 is an American competitive eater. Her 
most significant accomplishments are her victories in the women's 
competition at Nathan's Hot Dog Eating Contest for every year from 2014 
through 2020, seven straight years. Her 2014 victory in the contest 
unseated Sonya Thomas, who had won the women's competition since its 
inception in 2011. She weighs [pre contest!] 114 pounds and has competed in 
and or won the following competitive eating events in the past [factual data 
as I could never even dream this kind of stuff up]; 
 
✓ The Knott's Boysenberry Festival World Pie Eating Championship 
✓ Silver Slipper World Meat Pie Eating Championship 
✓ The Palm Beach Outlets World Birthday Cake-Eating Championship 
✓ World Chili Eating Challenge (6 32 ounce bowls in 6 minutes, FYI) 
✓ World Famous St. Elmo Shrimp Cocktail-Eating Championship (7.42 

pounds of shrimp in 8 minutes) 
✓ Foxwoods World Turkey-Eating Championship (8.8 pounds of turkey in 

10 minutes) 
✓ World Record Gumbo Eating Championship (14.5 pounds in 8 minutes) 
✓ Siegi’s World Championship Bratwurst Eating Contest (an impressive 43 

sausages in 10 minutes) 
✓ Martorano’s Masters World Pasta Eating Championship (7 pounds in 8 

minutes) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_eating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan%27s_Hot_Dog_Eating_Contest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonya_Thomas
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✓ Elk Grove Giant Pumpkin Festival World Pumpkin Pie Eating 
Championship 

✓ Western Days Festival World Tamale Eating Championship (61 tamales 
in 12 minutes) 

✓ U.S. National Buffalo Wing Eating Championship (a terrifying 170 wings 
in 12 minutes) 

✓ Chacho's World Taco Eating Contest (58 tacos in 8 minutes) 
✓ Meadowlands Racing & Entertainment World Pork Roll-Eating 

Championship 
✓ Ribfest Chicago's RIBMANIA Eating Championship 
✓ Denver Outlaws World Burrito Eating Championship Presented By 

Illegal Pete’s 
✓ West Virginia Three Rivers Festival Pepperoni Roll Eating World 

Championship (28.5 rolls in 10 minutes) 
✓ Niko Niko's World Gyro Eating Championship (14.5 gyros in 10 minutes) 
✓ World Oyster Eating Championship (145 oysters in 3 minutes, 

incredible!) 
✓ National Sweet Corn Eating Championship (42 ears of corn in 12 

minutes) 
✓ Magnify Credit Union World Ice Cream Eating Championship (13.5 pints 

in 6 minutes) 
✓ World Twinkie Eating Championship (71 Twinkies in 6 minutes) 
✓ Radcliff Days World Hard-Boiled Egg Eating Championship (109 eggs in 

8 minutes) 
 

 
What is truly even more mind bending is that at many of these events, she 
placed only 2nd or 3th in the contest. I can’t even fathom the winner’s 
impressive results.  
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Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, factoring over the past 12 months [and 
actually over the entire period data is on google dating as far back as 20o4], 
has been a constant decline as a searched term in the United States; and 
similar results also occur using terms like “small business funding, etc.” 
 
The more relevant data to look at however is over the more recent past. See 
results below. Over the past 90 days the search trends on “factoring” in the 
United States has been dropping consistently. This is polar opposite 
historical behavior as when an economic downturn as we have now happens, 
the interest in and demand for factoring has always increased dramatically in 
the past. Not now as can be seen in the data.  
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In fact the trend line analysis shows searching through and including July 3, 
2020 in the United States has never been lower; ranking only a 14 out of a 
possible 100. This is an 86% drop from only as far back as February when 
our industry was pretty much on a continued roll coming out of a great 2019.  
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If anything the downward trend has escalated significanlty in the past 30 
days as can bee seen on the more detailed data above; and for the month of 
June searches for factoring averaged only 28 out of 100! This is down about 
70% from the same period YOY. 
 
But the bigger and better question is why is this abberation happening, 
unlike all other times of economic downturn in the United States? While 
there are probable multiple influencers causing this odd behavior, there can 
be little debate that root cause are the series of PPP loans/grants/gifts rolled 
out in March 2020 to SMEs by the federal government to prop up payroll and 
help SMEs survive the wrath of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Prior to March 2020 there was no such things as PPP; in fact no one had ever 
even heard of them as they simply didn’t exist. See the google search data 
below for the last 12 months in the United States only.  
 

 
 
 

The very day these loans/grants/gifts were announced this spring, interest 
over time on google searches went from 0 to 100 overnight. This is 
unprecedented behavior like many things in this odd and challenging 
pandemic period. 
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And simultaneously almost to the day, searches for terms like ‘factoring” and 
“small business funding” in the United States came to a screeching halt, and 
as shown in the data above, have not yet come even close to pre COVID-19 
and PPP historical levels.  
 

 
 
While the interest in, and demand for PPP loans has trailed off significantly, 
it is still crushing searches for factoring. The red line represents searches for 
factoring in the United States for the past 12 months; the blue PPP. Data on a 
more long term [since google search data is available January 1, 2004] again 
confirms the nearly insignificant search results for factoring and how the 
PPP searches have taken all of the air out of the room. 
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So only/if when the PPP loans that in many cases will convert to grants/gifts 
have run their entire course may interest in factoring reappear in the google 
data search data for factoring in the United States. Or perhaps not? If SMEs 
have rebuilt their working capital with PPP proceeds, and demand for their 
product/service does not appear post COVID-19, then factoring current 
almost nonexistent search levels may continue for the foreseeable future. If 
this is the case, portfolio volumes already dramatically depleted by zero cost 
PPP loans may take years to even recover to pre COVID—19 levels, and or 
remain at a fraction of prior YOY levels/comparisons.  
 
There are other forces also appearing on the horizon that could actually 
further reduce interest in and demand for factoring in the United States for 
the next several years. These include the following; 
 
✓ If/when additional SME stimulus programs are rolled out by the 

Federal government to stimulate SME growth via PPP 3.0 and 4.0, 
these may cause a continued downward spiral in factoring interest in 
the United States. 

✓ If/when additional time extensions [similar to those already approved] 
for utilization of PPP proceeds occur, this could also be a negative 
development for the interest in and use of factoring in the United 
States.  
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On a more positive note, if the overall economy recovers quickly in the 
United States [the so called “V” shape curve] and demand for SME products 
and services picks up quickly, the interest in and need for factoring could 
reappear and turn more favorable. This assumes that there is consumer 
demand and that SMEs future prospects for growth shift from a very 
negative viewpoint to positive quickly. This has not happened in the United 
States, even in states where stay at home restrictions have been lifted or 
loosened and consumers have been able to get out and shop, eat and spend 
money. Unfortunately, the significant increase in COVID-19 cases and deaths 
in states where these re-openings have occurred don’t bode well for a quick 
“V” rebound for the United States economy and a continued and prolonged 
very dry spell for factoring volume/demand in the United States.  
 
Coupled with this lack of demand for factoring by SMEs in the United States 
is that fact that the overall credit landscape has weakened dramatically in 
the past 90 to 120 days in nearly every industry sector. The record number of 
bankruptcies in the retail sector has also begun to impact related industries 
like hospitality, travel, tourism and restaurants and a prolonged downturn in 
these key sectors may cause the need for working capital and factoring by 
the supply chain SMEs who serve them to also not occur in the near future. 
Heightened credit risk and subsequent losses by credit insurers have already 
begun to cause blanket reductions in approved coverage and a spike in 
previously issued policies to be cancelled outright.  
 
However it seems almost evitable that with bank profits plunging in Q1 2020, 
the process of pushing marginal SMEs and other out of the traditional 
banking sector could occur in Q3, Q4 2o2o and perhaps even into Q1 2o21. 
These SME castoffs have been in the past a source of opportunity as new 
clients to factoring firms in the United States, and may be the silver lining 
for the industry until/if SME interest in factoring happens again.   
 
One final thought; I thought it might be interesting to see if the current 
downward spiral for google searches for factoring had carried over into the 
number of recent google searches for “credit insurance” in the United States.  
 
As can be seen below, it appears that the same trends that have occurred for 
google searches for factoring have not been the case with searches using the 
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words “credit insurance” in the United States. In fact over the past 12 month 
period, interest over time on google for credit insurance searches have 
remained steadily consistent and have a marginally higher upward trend as 
seen below. 
 

 
 
And if researched over a shorter, more recent time frame [the last 90 days 
from April 6, 2020 to July 5, 2020], there have been slight upward tick in the 
interest over time for credit insurance searches on google in the United 
States. Please see the data and results below. 
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And even though they address different products/needs, it is interesting to 
compare the relative searches for factoring to credit insurance on google 
over the past 12 month period. And consistent with the individual searches, 
the trends are strikingly different for the two search terms/words.  Credit 
insurance searches on google continue to show a consistent upward 
migration path over the period, while factoring searches have seen steady 
and significant decline over the identical period. In fact, the latest data point 
for July 3, 2020 shows the wide difference in the two google searches; 52 to 
14.  
 
On the second identical chart below, I added a trend line for each to better 
illustrate the two very different and diverging trends for the two terms 
searched.  
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Only time will tell if the fates of these two industries will converge or widen 
further apart.  Like almost everything related to the COVID-19 pandemic, it 
is very difficult if not impossible to predict with any sense of accuracy what 
could/would/will/might happen to the United States economy, the factoring 
industry and just about everything else, isn’t it?  


